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About This Game

Square’s Route is the addictive new game of path finding and weed whacking. Solve puzzles to move around each level and
match colours to mash the mutant plant life into the dirt! Avoid the local wildlife, or splat a fire bug to trigger waves of

destruction that can clear your path.

Run roughshod over four different environments and 100 fiendish levels. Will you run out of moves before the last weed has
been mooshed, or can you trample your way to victory?

Key Features

●Over 100 levels of weed whacking, puzzle solving fun!
●Four different environments

●Lots of replayability - can you perfect every level?
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Title: Square's Route
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Black Death Apps Limited
Publisher:
Green Man Gaming Publishing
Release Date: 18 Mar, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron S 440 (2.0 GHz), AMD Athlon Neo MV-40 (1.6 GHz) or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 7200 GS (512 MB), Radeon HD 3200 Graphics (384 MB) or equivalent

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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This is quite a unique brawler to say the least.
There is something very satisfying about stealing your opponents leg and beating them with it.

It's a great couch game to play with friends.
I recommend giving it a try.

On a side note, it also works well on Linux when running it with Steam Play \/ Proton.
Just make sure you set -screen-width and -screen-height in the launch options, otherwise it'll set the screen res to 10x10 ;). I
have loved this game since I got it. And since then it's had many updates, adding new features and fixing many bugs. I love how
ridiculously powerful you can get, but I would love to see some light and dark spells. How cool would it be to have a death ray
that didn't turn people into snowmen or light them on fire.
  On the other hand, I have recently experienced many crashes mid-spell. Mostly with things with Abandon, my favorite rune. I
hope the crashes are fixed soon.
  I highly recommend this game to anyone even looking at the page! The developer(s) do great work and it's quite impressive!
  Below, I've put a list of a few spells I would love to see in-game:
* Death ray, channel spell.
* A spell to summon something like shadow spears, but holding to aim it.
* A healing spell of literally any kind.
* Damage over time spells, other than fire.

  I certainly hope the developer(s) continue to work on this amazing game!. Paid money for virual pants, and it turned out to be a
mistake.. Puzzle\/timing at its finest. An awesome game, really! Minimalistic, with short and fast level but also more and more
challenging, just like I love 'em :)
. Why Not Recommended?

A suprisingly large number of easy to preform game breaking bugs that you'd expect in an alpha and not a full release which I
will go into more detail in the gameplay section of this review.

What is Viktor?

Viktor is a 2D Twin Stick Shooter Platformer with minor Metroidvania elements in which you'll be going through levels finding
new weapons, upgrades, and killing lots of enemies as you search for everyone who betrayed the legion and the one who turned
them so you can kill them.

Story (has no effect on my opinion of any game)

Story isn't anything spectacular it's a run of the mill you were betrayed by your allies and now you're hunting them down to kill
them, save the world, and your friend.

Graphics (has no effect on my opinion of any game)

Graphically it's a vey nice looking game. Enemy variety texture wise is lacking as most enemies appear in all the levels without a
slight retexturing to make them fit more with the level but otherwise the game looks excellent and the enemy thing is nitpicking.

Gameplay (the only thing that affects my opinions of games)

 This game is more or less a clone of Bleed gameplay wise but it does enough to differ itself from Bleed. When it comes to
being a twin stick shooter it's excellent the dash to dodge mechanic is well executed and the shooting is enjoyable. The
dodge\/dash mechanic will allow you to phase through thin walls and dodge all projectiles and attacks quite easily. The
Metroidvania elements leave a lot to be desired as the aren't that well hidden and none of the items you find are required to beat
levels or find other items there's also is very little reason to go back to previous levels to find stuff due to the lack of things to
find so it's hard to consider this a Metroidvania. Platforming is meh there are a few areas where it does try to change it up but
otherwise it isn't going to challenge you so there's no real benefits to using a controller. Now game breaking bugs are a huge
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issues as they're very easy to accidentally pull off and some will happen randomly and all require a level restart. First I ran into is
when dashing into a wall at the wrong angle or if you're not close enough to phase through the other side you'll occasionally
you'll be clip out of the map with no way back so you'll be forced to restart the level. One miniboss will (the one who bounces
around) will sometimes during the fight vanish rendering the fight unwinable so you'll have to restart the level. On occasion a
boss or yourself will get stuck unable to move and unable to take damage forcing you (you guessed it) to restart the level.

In conclusion Viktor is an excellent game and idea but is held back by a myriad of game breaking bugs that you'd expect in a pre
alpha that should have been fixed immediately after discovery.

I recommend that you buy heavily discounted or that you get Bleed instead.. This is a great add on. More missions would be a
welcome addition. Got it with a Steam Coupon for 10 cents. Well basically this is a space shooter, kinda like asteroids. You pick
your ship in the beginning with different attributes and then shoot other ships in a quadratic area. On your way you pick up
items like a shield or temporary firing modes. Presented to you with neon pink and purple aesthetics and a really suprisingly
great chiptune soundtrack for such a little game. After 10 minutes you get every achievement and those other 8 hours of my
playtime were basically just idling for the cards.

I guess its alright if you like to get high scores and have not much to do and want to spend your time quickly. Otherwise there
isn't much to say about here to be honest.
. Pros:
+Superb Atmosphere
+Divided into 4 episodes

Cons:
-Nothing special about the gameplay
-Narrative lacks structure and continuity
-Puzzle become less intuitive with chapter progression

Score 7\/10. A decent entry in the RTS genre. Worthwhile for a low price, so long as you are not expecting much from graphics
or innovation. It seems like progress from Total Annihilation, but it's tougher for me to tell from this perspective.
It's not very fast paced save a couple timed\/pressure missions, and would fit well for a casual player.
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"Deep Ones" is not a game for everyone. Heck, it's not even an especially *good* game. But, I believe that's the point. This is
love letter to the clunky platformers produced by Apogee and id that once dominated PC gaming. "Deep Ones" is a strange
throwback to the best of the mediocre games for DOS, Mac-OS, Windows and Linux. It's a nostalgia bomb for "The Oregon
Trail Generation." And in that capacity, it excels.. I felt this game have something progress, so interested in. For example I'm
from out of language of the english.
so sometimes I can not type word soon, but I could "what is this?" to ask Robot and they did answer.
it was very fun thing, but seem has some bug still on it. anyhow good progress on the game.. Update: Due to the swift fixes, I've
changed my recommendation to a Yes.

Right now this game is really buggy in terms of dimensions when you need to adjust settings as the buttons would be off the
screen making it difficult to adjust your options. You can't even adjust the dimensions or make it so it's in windowed mode
either.

If you play the Tutorial (well, I don't blame you, the Janken system in this one is different) and then play Quick Game, it will
still take you to the Tutorial anyway.

There's also a bug where some or all text are not in English if you have your language settings set to English.

The gameplay is good, don't get me wrong - but you're going to have to restart the game after a single match since the Continue
button does not respond to keyboard or gamepad input. This also happens in the Pause menu - the input will become
unresponsive. Whoops! ALT+F4 time!

Once the bugs has been fixed the game is pretty good (well, it's still pretty good even with the bugs and glitches in it but they
should be fixed anyway!). For now, I wouldn't recommend this game.. This game has potential.Still in Early access so had a few
problems,like trains getting lost,train jams at stations.Hopefully as the game gets updates we'll get things like,double track and
signals.so over all very positive.. Multiplayer is NOT WORKING. i'd say it's 7\/10. the reason it's a thumbs down is because it
sorely lacks coherence and identity in its gameplay. yes, as many other reviews point out, it has a great variety of puzzles, but it
results in neither of them being elevated to anything memorable. there are many puzzles that are just pure traditional puzzles
(like hanoi towers, for instance), and many others are based on traditional mechanics. whenever the game tries to innovate, the
main tool is to artificially slow the player's progress down. for instance, in the final area there's a dozen or two interactive
places. you can only properly interact with them when they are lit up, and of course you can only have 2 or 3 of them lit up at
once. you can switch the lights through a special console, but there's never a clever puzzle or resource management behind it, it's
just there to add legwork and pad the playtime (also by increasing the chance of you missing an interactive spot). then you get a
bunch of rechargers\/accumulators\/transformators\/batteries that you have to sort your way through.
two of the game's supposedly signature investigation mechanics are complete chores. searching for clues involves nothing more
than just combing the screen with the mouse, and the cogwheels "deduction" is simple combinatorics with no depth. those
puzzles might as well have been randomly generated (and i wouldn't be surprised if that's the case). probably only 2 or 3 puzzles
in the entire game are mildly interesting, but they are marred by very confusingly translated instructions. translation quality is a
consistent problem throughout the whole game (it even ends with "to be continue"). in the last chapter some phrases are not
translated at all (luckily, none of those seemed to be crucial).
somehow, even the UI is very clunky and unresponsive. from going through your notes to interacting with puzzles, everything
feels off. many puzzle screens even have a confirmation popup window on exit, which became almost infuriating towards the
end.
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